Worlddidac Members’ contribution to EdTech and Tech solution in Africa

Electric Engineering Learning Solutions, made-in-Africa for Africa

The skills needs of the labour market on the African continent are unique and it is important to see it as such. Festo Didactic assures its willingness to accompany African states to ensure its youth the capacity for value creation through stable and sustainable employment.

Festo Didactic propose a learning path dedicated to the craftsmanship job in the electricity field. This pathway is a springboard to job to become entrepreneur or to other higher level training.

To provide training on a large scale with optimum quality, we will use the blended learning model. The first part will be **100% on line** and the second part will be organized though **boot camp models** to be able to manage a large flow while maximising efficiency.

The blended learning path will be split in 3 parts:

- 100% E-learning for acquiring the basics
- Boot camp blended - 50% E-Learning/50% practice to apply the basics based on Festo Learning Solutions **manufactured in Africa**, in social learning and competitions
- Boot camp - 100% practice to realize reals electrical project-led installation
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